Zody

Task Seating
Organizations that make well-being a top priority understand the importance of choosing the right ergonomic seating for their workforce. But, where do you find a high-performance task chair that blends science-based support and comfort with global design?

With a host of ergonomic refinements and a sleek, sustainable design, Zody® provides proven support and easy adjustments that let users set personalized comfort levels for any environment—from workstation to boardroom.
**International Design**

Light in scale and thin in silhouette, Zody demonstrates that a comfortable, ergonomic chair can be affordable, yet sophisticated with a strong aesthetic appeal. Thanks to European and North American design collaboration, Zody is truly international, as well as versatile, to complement any environment.

**Form Follows Science**

More than two years of dedicated research and development led to the innovations that resulted in Zody. With a fusion of science and design, Zody provides ergonomic support that any user can customize to create a sitting experience tailored for their individual comfort.
Set Your Own Comfort

Zody’s unique Pelvic and Asymmetrical Lumbar® system lets users position the lumbar pad to fit the natural curvature in the lower spine and independently adjust support on each side. Pelvic support and a flexible frame with a breathable mesh or digital knit back add to the personalized experience, enhancing comfort and well-being.
Design Choices

The Zody family of seating lets you create a cohesive look throughout the workplace with a wide range of finishes. Task seating is available with a standard mesh back, or choose a soft, supportive digital knit or upholstery, including bleach cleanable fabrics, leathers, and faux leathers. The task chair, task stool, and executive chair with headrest all feature a 5-star base with casters. Complementary guest chairs are stackable and available with a 4-leg or sled base.

Statement of line may vary by global region.
Michael Welsh & ITO Design
Michael’s design approach balances the complexity of performance with simplicity in design to make seating feel natural. Germany’s ITO Design are experts in creating innovative solutions. The collaboration brings a balance of global creativity and technical expertise to Zody, optimizing the user experience.
Aligning People and Space for Optimal Performance

Your people, organization, and facilities are at the center of everything we do. We help create spaces that solve for your business needs—resulting in effective people and efficient use of real estate.

To learn more, visit haworth.com/zody.